Applicator Ring Tool and Fid Tool
PLP Distribution Products

Applicator Ring Tool

Description
The Applicator Ring Tool is designed to provide a functional and safe way to correctly apply Preformed Line Products' armor rods, line guards and ties while working with an energized conductor. The specially-beveled ring permits easy encirclement of the helical leg, and facilitates positioning and removal of the product. The angle neck combined with the universal base allows the tool to be safely and easily maneuvered around conductors.

Application
• Installation of factory formed wire products on energized conductor is safe and easy

Material
Manufactured from stainless steel

Features
• Easily connects to any hot stick with a universal head
• Robust Material
• Beveled edge for ease of installation and removal of factory formed products

Catalog Number | Description
---|---
SH-0001 | Applicator Ring – Universal Base

Fid Tool

Description
A fid is a bar or pin used as a key or toggle. Many linemen use a screwdriver as a fid to remove factory formed products to the detriment of the conductor or strand.

The Fid Tool from PLP is designed to provide an easy and safe way to remove preformed helical products from the conductor or strand. It provides an economical means of quickly and easily removing formed wire products without damaging the cable. The nylon Fid will not cause damage to the cable, unlike other tools such as flat head cable screw drivers.

Application
• The pointed edge separates the helical product from the cable using a prying force
• The nylon material can't damage the cable
• The length of the Fid provides the needed leverage

Features
• Can be resharpened
• Long, pointed edge
• Lightweight

Material
Nylon

Catalog Number | Description
---|---
70007571 | Fid